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On the cover: The relocated staircase, made of
reclaimed redwood, spirals through the old water
tower from basement to top-floor study. Photo by
Bruce Damonte.

Services We Provide At Cool’s Custom
With more than 30 years in the business,
servicing the bay area. Cool’s Custom is a
one stop experience.
We specialize in kitchens, baths, tile and
natural stone fabrication and installation.

Please Contact Us for a free
in home estimate.
   s WWWCOOLSCUSTOMCOM
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A soaring
architectural
statement

Blending new with old in historic renovation
by Carol Blitzer / photos by Bruce Damonte

A

rchitect Monty Anderson is often puzzled when he
hears about people buying a home in Professorville
because they love older homes, then turning in a
request for a demolition permit.
That clearly wasn’t the issue when new owners bought
the old Wing property — dating back to when the Stanford
professor built his own water tower because Palo Alto didn’t
have regular water service yet. While the front remained
largely intact over the years, “the back was a series of ramshackle additions,” Anderson says.
At one point the water tower, which was sited over a
well that served four homes, was moved and attached to
the back of the house, with exterior stairways and landings
continued on page 6
The once-separate water tower, top, is now fully integrated into
the home; inside the tower, left, is a spiral staircase.
4 Summer 2013 | home + garden design
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Fine Home Remodeling
Serving the San Francisco Bay Area & Peninsula.
We specialize in:
r,JUDIFOCBUISPPN
remodeling & renovation
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Over 24
years of
improving
Bay Area
homes
Call for an In–home consultation today
CSLB Contractor License # B623885

650-799-5521
www.ABWestConstruction.com

Everything for your GARDEN and more
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— FRESH Local Sod Daily —
504 Sq. Ft.
picked up!

Only $214
Quality Sod Lawns Since 1969

Ask us about our
biodegradable netting
CALL NOW!

Modern touches in the addition, top, include a second-floor
bedroom with a gable roof; a second-floor gallery, middle, with
metal railing and dangling lights; and the basement, bottom, with
a Tintin-inspired play area, uneven bricks and Tintin posters.

 0ALM !VE -ORGAN (ILL s 
WWWGRASSFARMCOM
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added. That well still exists and is used for irrigating
the landscape now.
The challenge for Anderson was to preserve the old,
including the historic gambrel roof, while creating contemporary living space and seismically strengthening
the whole.
The owners wanted their “strikingly contemporary”
addition to be quite obvious from the inside, down to
contrasting the dark-wood paneling and parquet flooring in the living room and entry to the light and bright
new kitchen that readily connects with the outdoors
through stacking glass doors.
Before, when the water tower was attached to the
outside, it was not perceived from the inside. Today it’s
an integral part of the remodel.
“From the entrance, you see the tower immediately,”
Anderson says.
It also was the perfect spot to relocate the old front
stairway and create a dramatic spiral version, beginning in the basement. Made of reclaimed redwood, the
“stairway flies up through the tower,” leading to the
third-floor study with its panoramic view, Anderson
says.
Curvilinear forms were used to define the seating
area in the great room, with a circular pattern in the
The spiral stairway ends in the top-floor study,
with its tree-top view.

continued on page 8

DESIGN MATTERS
We’re passionate
about design!
Kitchens, baths
custom cabinetry
interior design

Call for an In-home
consultation today
ASID CID CGBD
Certified Green Building Designer

430 N. Santa Cruz Avenue, Los Gatos
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Everything is finally where
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FREE Design Consultation
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1000 B Commercial, San Carlos, CA 94070
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In the great room, which is oriented toward the back yard,
curvilinear spaces define the seating area, with circular forms
in ceiling and flooring. New light oak flooring contrasts with
the original darker parquet.

continued from page 6

In the older part of the home, the living room features darker
woods, including fir wainscotting and beams.
8 Summer 2013 | home + garden design

floor echoed in the dropped circular soffit above “to
create intimacy in the larger room,” he adds.
Anderson worked closely with the owners to create
a game room for the kids in the basement along with
a side room containing a ping-pong table. Much of
the design was taken from Tintin novels, down to the
catacomb feel with a “busted” wall, uneven bricks and
heavy beams. Tintin art decorates the walls.
“I love the whimsy of this. So many clients get so
stodgy. This is built around books and games and family fun,” Anderson says.
One fun sidelight: When inserting a steel beam
above the fireplace, the workers found a time capsule,
filled with artifacts, newspaper articles, kids’ drawings
and bottle caps. After looking them over, the owners
resealed it for the next generation to discover, Anderson
says.
Designing and building took close to three years,
with about half for design and the rest for construction.
Anderson says his first plan featured a lot of glass facing the back yard.
“Even though it couldn’t be seen from the street, they
(Palo Alto’s Historic Resources Board) couldn’t get
over the contemporary expression,” he says.
So he redrew with much more traditional forms in
continued on page 10

From the front, the architect managed to preserve the old, while creating contemporary living space.
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play for the addition.
At first he was disappointed, but then acknowledged
that the “redesign caused rethinking. In the end we
found the right combination that melded with the historic home.”
And it was approved unanimously. H&G

1

Resources:
Architect: Montgomery Anderson, Cody Anderson
Wasney Architects, Palo Alto, 650-328-1818,
www.cawarchitects.com
Building contractor: Stephen Reller, NorthWall
Builders, Palo Alto, 650-328-0830,
http://northwallbuilders.com
Landscape designer: JC Miller, Vallier Design,
Richmond, 510-237-7745, www.vallierdesign.com
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Goal of project:
Restore historic home,
making it seismically safe,
and update interior

Year house built:
1893
Size of home, lot:
6,000 sq ft on a 20,000sq-ft lot

Unanticipated issues:
First plan, with a lot of glass
in back, was rejected by Palo Time to complete:
about three years (half in
Alto’s Historic Resources
construction)
Board

Designed and built
to withstand
the test of time
s .EW (OMES
s 2EMODELING
s $ESIGN AND 0LANNING
s 2ESTORATION
s 'REEN "UILDING
s #ABINETRY AND -ILLWORK

Serving the peninsula since 1985.
3553 Haven Avenue, Suite 5, Menlo Park | (650) 854-8198 | Lic#475751
www.TheDouglassCompany.com
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Beautiful Furniture, Accessories & Jewelry
We
are a consignment store like no other. We cater to a clientele that appreciates
designer quality but also understands the value of a dollar. The Home Consignment
Center sells furniture and home decor at a fraction of retail. Our stores are stocked
with stylish treasures from builders, model homes, showrooms, factory overruns
& closeouts, as well as the area’s best homes.

CAMPBELL 408.871.8890
CORTE MADERA 415.924.6691
DANVILLE 925.866.6164

MOUNTAIN VIEW 650.964.7212
SAN CARLOS 650.508.8317
16 LOCATIONS IN CALIFORNIA, NEVADA & TEXAS

www.thehomeconsignmentcenter.com
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‘Timeless design’
and a livable space
Creating a modern kitchen that coordinated with a 1940s house gave them deeper cabinets, extra counter space and up-to-date
appliances, as well as green quartz counters, a black-and-white Marmoleum floor and a stacked washer/dryer at one end.

Creating a dual-purpose kitchen and laundry room
by Audra Sorman / photos by Mert Carpenter

S

itting around their yellow dining-room table, surrounded by red, earthy walls and brightly painted sculptures
from Mexico, filmmakers Pam Walton and Ruth
Carranza look through the doorway at what they call their
1950s-style kitchen, which features a checkered floor, painted
cabinets and a washer and dryer tucked into the corner.
“We wanted a kitchen that fit the house,” Walton says.
Walton and Carranza’s mission-style home, located near
downtown Mountain View, was built in 1941. Over the years,
Walton and Carranza have maximized their living space
by building shelves into hallway walls and turning their
detached garage into an office.
However, until 2010, Walton and Carranza had lived with
the home’s original kitchen, which had a dishwasher that
needed to be plugged into the kitchen sink in order to operate, not enough counter space, and shallow, too-low cabinets
with “old, grungy wood,” Carranza says.
“The paint was peeling off the cabinets, the stove didn’t
work well, and the floor looked hideous,” Walton adds.
Jamieson Simpson, of Harrell Remodeling, was intrigued
by the project, which was even more challenging because
the old laundry room, adjacent to the kitchen, had a smaller
water closet containing a seldom-used toilet.
Although taking out the toilet would turn their house into
a single-bathroom home, Simpson says that Walton and
Carranza “were more than willing to lose the extra toilet,
open that space up, and see how we could integrate it into
the kitchen.”
Simpson also helped Walton and Carranza choose the
materials for their kitchen, citing the importance of using
quality materials and recognizing the versatility of a monochromatic color scheme, which is classic but can be enhanced
14 Summer 2013 | home + garden design

with bright appliances and accessories.
“This is a timeless design,” he says of the kitchen, “and
the selection of the materials should be easy to maintain
and may be stylistically most subtle so they can stand the
test of time.”
For example, the kitchen’s countertops are a darker, mottled green, which complements the stainless-steel appliances
as well as the black washer and dryer.
In addition to acknowledging the counter color as an
aesthetically good choice, Simpson also notes, “I steered
(Walton) towards quartz because it’s extremely durable, it’s
easy to maintain; you really can’t stain it and it’s difficult
to scratch.
“There are probably less expensive materials to choose, but
we know that these materials will last for decades to come.”
The kitchen also boasts a Marmoleum, checkered floor,
which Walton describes as a dark gray and off-white. They
decided against recessed lighting in favor of hanging lights,
which characterize the “old 1950s schoolhouse” look,
Walton explains.
Although Carranza is happy with the kitchen — especially
the storage space next to the washer and dryer, which Walton
playfully refers to as “Ruth’s broom closet” — she would
change the floor color if she could.
“The black and white floor shows dirt,” Carranza says.
Walton adds that the white sections of the floor get dirty
easily and that the problem may have been avoided if they
had chosen a darker floor or if the lighter tiles had more
texture.
During the remodeling process, Walton and Carranza did
run into some trouble. Initially, the tiles they chose for the
backsplash area were a bright white, but the whiteness of the

h o me + g a r d e n d esi g n

tiles made the off-white sections of the floor look dingy,
Walton says. They had to delay project completion for a
month while new, off-white tiles were hand crafted.
Initially, Walton and Carranza wanted to create a space
that would hide the washer and dryer, serve as a breakfast
nook and be separated from the kitchen from the dining
room with a sliding door, but their budget, which they
had already pushed from an initial $50,000 to $70,000,
would not allow for the changes.
Walton says that, in the end, she and Carranza are
happy with the decision to allow for extra costs. “We get
so much joy out of that kitchen — we spend most of our
lives in there that it’s totally worth it.” H&G
Resources:
Designer: Jamieson Simpson, Harrell Remodeling,
Mountain View, 650-230-2902
Cabinets: San Antonio Cabinets, Palo Alto,
650-494-6773
Goal of project:
Remodel kitchen/laundry
room

Size of home, lot:
200 sq ft kitchen in 1,100-sqft home on 9,500-sq-ft lot

Unanticipated issues:
Color mismatch; discovered
wiring problems during
demolition

Time to complete:
8 months (2 months design,
6 months construction)

Year house built:
1941

Budget:
Initially $50,000; spent
$70,000

Sterling Custom Upholstery

9250 Labor Special

$

Total Price For Labor On Standard Couch or Chair

Plus the cost of any fabric you select from our complete line of fabrics. Labor price
of $92.50 includes frame, spring and webbing repair. Additional charge for cushion
filler, tufting and channeling. Customer supplied fabric charged at standard labor
rate of $50 per yard.

FREE ARM COVERS

with upholstery of any couch or chair

With this coupon only. Regular value $12.50 plus 1/2 yard of fabric. Expires10/31/13

FREE Local Pick Up & Delivery
Our 47th year.

1243 W. El Camino Real, Mountain View
(At Miramonte – behind Baskin-Robbins)

www.SterlingCustomUpholstery.com

(650) 961-8700

Re-upholstery Recycles

Making The Difference For You...

■

Extensive Neighborhood Knowledge

■

Creative, Resourceful, Connected

■

Exceptional Service

■

Dedicated Advocate

■

Trusted Partner

650.201.1010
Dan.Ziony@CBNorCal.com

Dan Ziony

CA DRE #01380339

Serving buyers and sellers in Palo Alto, Menlo Park, Atherton,
Portola Valley, Woodside, Los Altos, Los Altos Hills and other
Peninsula communities for more than a decade

www.DanZiony.com
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A delightful vision

Starring stunners — the gorgeous single blooms or
bloom heads that you can use as the main attraction in the
arrangement.
Structural pillars — the flowers/branches that anchor the
Plants in the garden make it to the table
arrangements
and provide the line, shape and direction for
by Laxmi Natarajan, APLD
the arrangement.
hile designing residential gardens, one
Green fillers are just what the name says — leaves, flowof the requirements that my clients ers or seeds, stems that are bunched up to fill the space.
often ask for is to bring flowers from the Long-stemmed roses, bird of paradise, anthurium, ginger
garden indoors as a dinnerand daisies can function as either stunners
table centerpiece or a coffeeor as pillars, but when you assign a role for
table arrangement to brighten
them there is clarity in the arrangement.
up the day. The act of gathering flowers to
Fillers can be fern leaves, baby’s breath, yarbring indoors is restive and almost meditarow. The proportion of the stunners versus
tive. Even if it is just a small bundle of few
pillars and fillers will define the style of the
mixed-up flowers, it adds that personal touch
arrangement.
to the day.
In general, a bouquet with an equal proWhen it is teacher’s week at school nothportion of all three will result in a casual
ing is more exciting for my daughter than
arrangement and something with just a few
to go and pick out some flowers from the
pillars and a few stunners will result in a more
garden and take it for her teacher.
Zen-like or a modern arrangement. This helps
Living in the Bay Area affords us the pleaus design the creations and plan for them.
sure of having something in bloom almost
In addition to the flowers from the garden
all through the year in some form or other. Golden coreopsis and Heuchera we can also use other natural materials like
Perennials are a delight to the floral creators coral bells from the garden
the leaves of some plants that have unique
as they provide blooms year after year. When make a cheerful combination in shapes, such as aralia, ginger, flax or seeds
planting, some of the things to keep in mind a simple colorful vase.
that have dried out and look cool, pods from
are the colors, form, shape and the fragrance of the bloom.
the rose bush, branches that have a nice color like the dark
When planning for a floral arrangement I think of having
continued on page 20
three things:
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Cut gas out of the equation with
CORE™ Battery Powered Equipment
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gardenland.com
(408) 377-4496

Line
Trimmer
$319.99

Leaf
Blower
$319.99

Ext. Hedge
Trimmer
$429.99

Model CGT 400

Model CB 420

Model CHT 410

“The CGT400 felt like a heavy-duty trimmer. It ran long and hard, cutting through tall grass without hesitation. CORE’s
battery-powered trimmer allows the operator to have the power and run times associated with gas-powered products
without the hassles and cost associated with gas.”
– Farm Industry News

Great Honest Service
Since 1960
Featuring
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DUBLIN
CAMPBELL
SALINAS
SAN LEANDRO

612 SAN ANTONIO RD.
MOUNTAIN VIEW

650-965-9600

FREE
ESTIMATES
carpeteria.com
1-800-FLOOR-ME
1-800-356-6763
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Samscaping, Inc.
Landscape Design-Build Firm

“Building
the
Dream”
We specialize in:
-Full outdoor kitchens
-Entertaining spaces
-Fire pits
-Pergolas
-Water Features
-Distinctive plantings
Samscaping, Inc. is a
professional landscape
design-build firm
dedicated to creating
award winning
landscapes for more
than 30 years.

Visit us at www.samscaping.com
650.965.9150

MOLDAW.ORG

There’s more.
When you’re not willing to settle
for less in retirement, you can make
more happen here. After all, this is
the retirement community with the
choices, possibilities and many ways to
grow – including our amazing array of
intergenerational, social, educational,
recreational and entertainment
opportunities.

Reach for more. Call 1-877-525-3051
for more information about upcoming
events or to schedule a visit.

899 East Charleston
Palo Alto, CA 94303
Moldaw Residences welcomes older adults
of all faiths, ethnicities and racial backgrounds.
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Don’t Replace,
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“Yesterday, my bathtub was ugly.
Today, it’s beautiful!”
We also Repair and Refinish:
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See our work at www.miraclemethod.com

#ALL FOR A FREE Estimate!
Visit our showroom

408.866.4898

at 45 S. First St.

in downtown Campbell
Lic.# 680455

Each Miracle Method franchise independently owned and operated.

burgundy manzanita or the white birches, willow stems,
grass, or the bright-orange stems of coral bark maple in fall.
The paper-bark maple has a beautiful bark that has a great
unusual texture.
Some of my all-time favorites and easy-go-to plants for
the “floristas” (yes, I coined this term as I was writing this
article. They are not florists but are gardeners, homeowners
that are into flora and florals) are listed below.
Perennials: Lavender has long spikes and smells herbal
and heavenly. Rosemary has small, tiny blooms but along
with the leaves makes a great filler for a bouquet. Lilies
such as Star Gazer and rose bushes in all colors and shapes
are great additions. Alstromeria has bushy clumps of lilylike flowers, coreopsis has large golden yellow flowers,
strong stems, all summer long. Teasel (Dipsacus sativus)
has a unique cone-shaped flower head, garden phlox, purple
cone flower (Echinecea), aster, crocosmia, cala lily, astilbe,
canna, dicentra, hydrangea, lion’s tail (Leonotis leonurus)
— the list is endless.
Annuals: calendula, larkspur, dianthus, sunflowers, cosmos,
snapdragons, marigolds, sweet peas, pin cushion scabiosa
Seasonal bulbs: dahlias (grows back every year), daffodils, tulips, gladiolus, zinnia, muscari, narcissus, amaryllis
Branches (shrubs, trees): manzanitas, birches, curly
willow, horsetail, cherry blossoms, flowering plum especially in the spring with the buds on them, nandina,
Lepstospermum scoparium, Loropetalum chinensis
continued on page 22

www.cityofpaloalto.org/water

I love finding ways to be
more water efficient.
People don’t realize that over half the water they use is being guzzled
up by their landscape. During hot summer weather that often means
nearly 600 gallons per day for the average single family home!
Watch fun videos and find links to free programs, workshops
and services —plus discover all the rebates available.

CityofPaloAlto.org/Water
—Catherine Elvert
Utility Account Representative, Water Programs
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Ferns: Leather leaf fern (Rumohra adiantiformis) is one
of my favorite especially as a companion to a rose arrangement. This fern is available all year around and is very hardy
and stays fresh for a long time after it is cut. Asparagus fern,
aka “florist’s fern,” has long fronds made up of tiny, feathery
stems that look like leaves. The foxtail fern is another variety of asparagus fern that is also a fun addition.
Boston fern or sword fern is also a very pretty fern. It
tends to take over the place as it has runners, so you have to
be careful about where you plant them.
Epiphytes like orchids, bromeliads and tillandsias (air
plants) are also easy to propagate and maintain either in a
greenhouse or on a kitchen window. They make fabulous
additions to any centerpiece. They tend to add that touch of
exotic that you see in a trip to Hawaii or in the tropical.
Floral arrangements from the garden are refreshing and
uplifting but what is trending today is having plant arrangements and indoor gardens in containers, which offer longer shelf life. Hanging terrariums, vertical wall planters,
with succulents and tillandsias are easy to build and have
become accessible to the floristas. The presence of flora in
all these different ways are improving our environments
and bringing in a slice of nature to our living rooms for us
to enjoy. H&G
Laxmi Natarajan is a garden and flora designer at Bagicha
(www.bagicha.com) and is a member of Association of
Professional Landscape Designers (APLD). She can be
contacted at 650-703-9756.

O

ur goal is to work with you to help you realize the vision you
have for your home. Since 1990, Windows & Beyond has
helped create beautiful living spaces for thousands of Bay Area
clients. We are Hunter Douglas dealer that showcase choices of
window covering options. Our showroom vignettes display ideas
of window coverings designs that transform the feel of your home.

We have 2 locations
to serve our customers in the bay area:
Fremont Showroom
46279 Warm Spring Blvd., Fremont
510.623.8822
Palo Alto Showroom
4020 Fabian Way, Palo Alto
650.938.8822
Hours: Tuesday to Saturday: 10:30 am to 6:00 pm

Get 15% off

on installation and materials
for new customers

Custom Design and Installation
Carpet U Hardwood U Laminates
Natural Stone & Tile
Luxury Vinyl U Area Rugs
Hardwood Sand & Refinish

4020 Fabian Way Suite 101, Palo Alto
(650) 331 8040 or (480) 470-3919
peninsula.floorcoveringsinternational.com
Call today for a FREE in home consultation!

Flooring that will sweep you off your feet
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Building Relationships
to build the Bay Area since 1923

Locally owned and family run for ninety years, Peninsula Building Materials is
proud to have been a Bay Area fixture since 1923. We offer Northern California’s
widest selection of Natural Stone, Brick, and Pavers. Visit our Mountain View
Masonry Showroom to see more than 300 expertly installed materials,
all beautifully displayed under one roof.

Yard Locations:

niversary
th An
90

MASONRY SHOWROOM

Mountain View, CA 94043

San Martin

Sunnyvale

Redwood City

(877) 282-0522

Livermore

2490 Charleston Road

www.pbm1923.com
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